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Recommendations & Voting
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Recommendations and their Role ...

Recommendations are the **concerns** and **opinions** expressed by **Regions** voted by the **Section Delegates** used by the **IEEE Board of Directors** ...

... to guide **IEEE into the future**.
Recommendations and their Role ...

Recommendations:

**Primary Section Delegates** will **vote** on the recommendations during the IEEE Sections Congress 2014.

The **top five (5) recommendations** will be presented on 24 August 2014 at the Closing Ceremony.

The **top five (5) recommendations** will be presented to the **MGA Board for action** and reported to the **IEEE Board of Directors**.
Region 8 Recommendations
Region 8
Proposed Recommendations for the SC14

1. Develop a collaborative platform (one stop shop) for professionals and for the IEEE organizational units.

2. Regional distinguished lecturer program (RDLP) supported exclusively by members from the industry.

3. Introduce a credit system for rewarding membership uninterrupted renewal/loyalty.

4. Introduce a customized bundle program for IEEE Xplore Electronic Library.
Total: 34

http://goo.gl/UqxJ3b
Develop an incentive and recognition program for companies that invest in full or partial support of their employees' IEEE membership due to their efforts.

Establish additional incentives for members who seek elevation to senior membership.

Develop a collaborative platform (one-stop shop) for professionals and for the IEEE organization.

Include free access to periodic free articles and e-tutorials as a member benefit by awarding credits with dues.

Improve membership recruitment at events through an "off-line" join application when there is no internet connectivity.

Produce and maintain a catalog of humanitarian efforts throughout IEEE for use by members and the global community.

Integrate IEEE information into social media feeds for easier access.

Provide free memberships to graduate and undergraduate students who are active in the local sections for their first two years in the workforce.

To create an entrepreneurs network and other programs to help IEEE members create and fund successful start-ups.

Foster IEEE member development by offering reduced dues to some societies and affinity groups such as Social Implications of Technology Education and Professional Communications and Women in Engineering.

Make it mandatory for Technical Societies to consult the local Section before holding a conference in that area to leverage local volunteer resources and provide the opportunity for financial partnership.

Provide a tool to build, promote, record, host, and broadcast technical events at the local level and make them available to IEEE members.
Establish and/or strengthen relationships at the national or international level with non-IEEE organizations of interest to IEEE members. Build the framework for sections to connect and cooperate with these organizations at the local level.

Establish an IEEE Hot Line to provide immediate support for engineers seeking information, advice, or help regarding ethics related issues.

Offer members an adaptive bundle program to obtain a small number of select articles at reasonable prices from IEEE Xplore Digital Library.

Provide members with the ability to view meeting and activities outside their local geographic area (section).

Create daylong programs on technical topics at an overview level suitable for those external to the discipline.

Enhance vTools for better usability by volunteers and provide a training program to the Section.

Membership and Geographic Activities should work to extend the open access option for journals publications to conferences and workshops.

Introduce loyalty rewards such as publicize access, conference fees, standards for continuing membership.

Establish a global student and Young Professionals (YP) exchange program through global agreements between IEEE, industry and governments.

Update and optimize mobile applications for tools and services from IEEE not only for members but also for volunteer resource.

Recognize a member’s contribution to IEEE activities such as conference registrations and contributions as reviewers through letters that can be useful in professional career development.
Develop a collaborative platform (one stop shop) for professionals and for the IEEE organizational units.
Provide a gateway to more easily use the distinguished lectures at the section level.
Introduce loyalty rewards such as publication access, conference fees, standards for continued membership.
Offer members an adaptive bundle program to obtain small number of select articles at reasonable prices from IEEE Xplore Digital Library.
Via your smartphone...
Download the App

Download the App at http://scl4.quickmobile.mobi/

Or scan this QR Code

Username:
Password:
Select action...
Cast your vote from Friday 9pm by noon on Sunday!

Registered Attendees Only!
Voting will open on Friday, 22 August, at 9:00 PM

Voting can be done on the SC2014 Mobile App or the URL for the mobile Website: https://sc2014.quickmobile.com

To cast your vote, click on the ‘Surveys icon’ and find the survey called “VOTING - SC2014 Recommendations”

There will be 5 questions and each question has the list of the 34 recommendations

Select the 5 recommendations that you wish to vote for and click on the Submit button at the end of the page

**NOTE:** Once your click Submit, you will not be able to go back

Attendees without mobile phones or a device with Internet access can vote at the MGA Lounge using iPads available for this purpose
All votes must be completed by Noon on Sunday!!

All attendees are welcome to vote on the recommendations

However, ONLY those votes made by the Primary Section Delegates will be counted in the final result.
dank je wel !
(thank you !)
To Expand Your Global Network

www.ieee.org/sc2014

https://www.facebook.com/IEEEESC